COMEDY is the
CURE Training!
Bernie loves to serve….’Those Who Serve’. He has fulfilled over 300 domestic
and international ‘Comedy with a Message’ tours. Bernie’s ability to entertain,
inspire and educate has resulted in standing ovations around the world. His
passion to help others is a testament to his life-long mission to promote
respect and honor amongst our brothers and sisters.
Bernie’s touching comedy performance for troops in war torn Bosnia
in 1998 was chosen to be the closing story in the #1 selling comedy
book titled ‘I Killed’: True Road Stories from Americas’ Top
Comedians where Bernie joins Jerry Seinfeld, Jay Leno,
Chris Rock and other great comedians!

FOR BOOKING INFO PLEASE CALL

1.877.691.3907

WWW.COMEDYISTHECURE.COM
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TARGETS & OBJECTIVES
What is the ‘FOUR-STAR TRAINING’? Comedy is the Cure Inc. is the only prevention and riskreduction program in America to educate and address four major issues facing society today.
(Any one/two topics can be emphasized or omitted). The FOUR-STAR targets and initiatives are:
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has written and created the most innovative and effective (PowerPoint free) Alcohol and

COMEDY IS THE CURE! This one hour training
is impacting the Military by promoting RESPECT, RESILIENCY, SAFETY & BYSTANDER
INTERVENTION. The program consists of two parts:
Substance Abuse Prevention program in years:

PART ONE…‘The Hook’!
Bernie is a professional comedian who hooks the audience by opening the program
with a 30-minute stand-up comedy show! Casually dressed, Bernie delivers hysterical
material from his numerous television appearances, gaining the trust, respect and
attention of service members and civilians. PowerPoint, statistics, videos and
drunk-driving simulators are forms of education; however humor provides the
‘Training Edge’! After ‘connecting’ with the audience through comedy, Bernie then
leads everyone into the more important portion of the program…

ALCOHOL & SUBSTANCE ABUSE

SUICIDE PREVENTION

-Dangers of High- Risk Drinking
-Reduce Alcohol/Drug dependency
-Breaking the Stigma of ‘Seeking Help’
-Specify Resources & Solutions Available

-To reduce suicidal ideations and thoughts
-Detecting signs of stress
-Healthy coping of relationships
-Seeking Help is a sign of ‘Courage’

SAFETY & DUI PREVENTION

SEXUAL ASSAULT & DOMESTIC ABUSE

-Reduce DUI arrests
-Having a Plan/Designated Drivers
-Texting and Distracted Driving
-Motorcycle Operation & Equipment

-Bystander Intervention
-Definition of Consent
-Restricted/Unrestricted Reporting
-Domestic Abuse/The hidden secret
-How Domestic Abuse impacts the entire family
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PART TWO…The Training & Prevention Message:
In a smooth transition, Bernie segues into a serious and powerful 30-minute message on his personal and dangerous experiences with highrisk drinking and substance abuse. Personal testimony is the most powerful form of education and prevention available! Bernie reveals how
alcohol abuse affected his job performance, reputation, work/family relations and finances. After his third DUI arrests at 26 yrs. old, Bernie
served a six-month jail sentence. Bernie’s nineteen year old brother Scott’s alcohol and drug related suicide qualifies Bernie to help service
members, dependents and civilians detect signs of stress, depression and PTSD. “The stigma that ‘asking for help is a sign of weakness’ must
be changed” declares Bernie. After years of denial and destruction, Bernie sought professional help. Now 25 years free from alcohol and
substance abuse, Bernie is promoting Chaplains, Health Care Professionals, and Medical Treatment as a positive form of action!

COMEDY is the CURE Training!
No need to hire and expense four different
‘speakers or programs’. Comedy is the Cure Inc.
can tackle all-in-one! We are a unique, onestop, sole-source program saving the military
hundreds of thousands of dollars in multiprogram training fees. More importantly,
Comedy is the Cure Inc. secures and restores
CAREERS, RELATIONSHIPS & LIVES!

Read over 7,000 service
member comments on
our website!
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